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- Establish Personal Values

- Determine Team Values

- Search for Communities with Aligned Values

- Establish Contact with Communities

- Integrate into Community and Establish Understanding

- Perform Contextual Inquiry

- Discover through Observation and Stakeholder Statements

- Perform Detailed Investigation of Opportunities

- Evaluate Design Opportunity Against Requirements and Values

- Select Opportunity for Focus

- Determine Detailed Frame

- Analyze Weaknesses in Reference Designs

- Use Detailed Frame to Establish Objectives

- Ideate Criteria that the Solution will be Evaluated Against

- Select Metrics to be Used

- Determine Constraints that Solution Cannot violate

- Use Divergence Tools
- Use Functional Decomposition
- Represent Ideas

- Consult Stakeholders

- Eliminate ideas based on Constraint Violations

- Evaluate Ideas Based on Requirements

- Re-evaluate Requirements and Metrics of Project

- Perform Background Research (Material selection, dimensions of prototype)

- Prototype as many ideas as feasible

- Test Prototypes

- Pefrom Verification and Validation

- Record findings

- Determine Areas of Improvement for Design

- Determine Alternative Paths to Resolve Design Conflicts

- Repeat Optimization Process



 With the multitude of engineering design process handbooks 
out there, each with it’s own graphic representation of a formula for 
engineering design, it may be difficult for any individual to choose 
one that they feel is most suitable for themselves. Although each of 
these engineering design processes appear different, they all contain 
the same core ideas. The approach for design contains at least 3        
fundamental core components: framing, diverging, and converging. 
These aspects occur in each engineering process handbook. What 
causes the variation in steps and approaches between different       
handbooks is the individualized preferences of the authors, who have 
each personalized the engineering design process to suit themselves. 
Since engineering design is an individualized process central to the 
individual, it is essential for each designer to develop their own 
personalized engineering design process for a more valuable             
perception of the problem and solution that they are facing.

 The progression from high school and Praxis I to Praxis II was 
about modifying these existing processes in handbooks into my own. 
This journey was supplemented by a progression from received 
knowledge to subjective knowledge (in Praxis I) to constructed 
knowledge (in Praxis II). 

 This integration of presented knowledge with personal           
experience and reflection allowed for the exploration of my zone of 
proximal development and resulted in the expansion of what I am able 
to perform unaided. It also allowed me to move beyond remembering 
and applying information, allowing me to create my own knowledge 
through exploration of the design space, experimentation, and learn-
ing.

 In the following I will present my personal design process this 
semester, and how my team and I executed it when designing our  
solution.

Engineering Design Processes from Various Handbooks
Lecture _ Slide _

Frame, Diverge, Converge, Represent

Perry’s Model for Intellectual -Development

Zone of Proximal Development

Victoria Cheng
EngSci 1T9

Engineering Design Process

Frame, Diverge, Converge, Represent
Praxis I Lecture 2 Slide 23
Framing, diverging, and converging are the core ideas of any 
engineering design process. The designer can complete these 
elements in any order that they deem suitable for their needs, and 
iterate through them as desired. It has been shown that      
high-performing engineers alternate through these tasks swiftly 
and iterate often through their design process. Representation is 
required in order to prove that the process occurred, and serves 
as documentation.

Perry’s Model for Intellectual Development
Praxis I Lecture 2 Slide 13

A representation of the progression of an individual’s moral              
development through their different attitudes towards knowledge 
and the role that authority plays in their decisions. There are 4 
categorical stages, where authority plays an increasingly less 
significant role: 
 1. Received Knowledge
 2. Subjective Knowledge
 3. Procedural Knowledge
 4. Constructed Knowledge

Zone of Proximal Development
Praxis II Lecture 25 Slide 19

The area of what the learner can do with guidance. The authority 
provides scaffolding for the learner in order to bridge the gap of 
what the learner can do unaided and what the learner cannot do.
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Frame: Identify an Opportunity for the Improvement of Lived Experience Within a Community 

Connect with
Communities

Assess
Opportunities

and Converging
Based on Requirements

Discover
Opportunities

within the Community

Frame
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Frame: Identify an Opportunity for the Improvement of Lived Experience Within a Community 

Connect with Communities

- Establish Personal Values

- Determine Team Values

- Search for Communities with Aligned Values

- Establish Contact with Communities

- Integrate into Community and Establish Understanding
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Establish Personal Values

Determine Team Values
 As a team, my group members and I chose core team values for our design 
process. Throughout the term, when faced with ethical decisions, our team returned 
to these core values in order to make a choice. However, throughout our engagement 
with stakeholders, the priorities of these values shifted in order to accommodate the 
stakeholder values as well in our design. For example, when faced with the conflict 
of making a device that was both versatile for the group of students at school and 
accessible for an individual’s motor skills, our team chose to prioritize individual-
ized accessibility in our design due to our stakeholder’s emphasis on maximizing            
individual accessibility through personalized devices. Therefore, in order for there to 
be participatory design, our design team had to modify our values in order to take our 
stakeholder’s values into consideration as well.

Frame: Identify an Opportunity for the Improvement of Lived Experience Within a Community 

Connect with Communities

Praxis II Team R24

Personal and Team Profiles

Search for Communities with Aligned Values

Establish Contact with Communities

 One of the challenges that we faced through our stakeholder contact was the 
timing of their responses. Originally for the design brief, our team pursued an         
opportunity at a cancer research lab. However, a few days before the Design Brief 
was due, Bloorview School Authority contacted us indicating that they were             
interested in working with us. In the interest of not closing any doors, our team      
visited their establishment and observed opportunities that aligned more with our 
interests as a group and with the opportunity requirements for a Praxis II project. 
However, by the time that we determined that we wanted to change opportunities, 
time restrictions prevented us from writing a new Design Brief. After discussing 
amongst the group, we collectively decided to not fall into the sunk cost fallacy and 
jump opportunities after the Design Brief. Although this decision was a difficult one 
to make, it was reached by evaluating both opportunities against the requirements for 
the project, as well as what the team wanted. Engineering convergence tools were 
used to make this decision, proving that these tool are also useful in decision making 
outside of solution design. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Community Contact Tracking Sheet,
showing the communities that each group member is in charge
of contacting and the status of their discussions with them.

The justification of further investment of time and    
resources into an endeavour due to past investment, even 
if further engagement would create more overall losses. 
This should be avoided in engineering design, since it may 
be used to justify the pursuit of a sub-par opportunity due 
to the resources already invested in pursing that               
opportunity, even if there are better options available.

Sunk Cost Fallacy
Praxis I Lecture 29 Slide 8

Sunk Cost Fallacy

An inclusive design process that includes all of the 
stakeholders in the project, in order to ensure that the 
design meets everyone’s need and reduce complications in 
the final product. Allowing all stakeholders to have a say 
reduces the amount of assumptions that a designer needs 
to make about a design, thereby improving the design.

Participatory Design
Praxis II Lecture 27 Slide 40

Participatory Design
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Integrate into Community and Establish Understanding

Individualized bicycles for the students at Bloorview School



Frame: Identify an Opportunity for the Improvement of Lived Experience Within a Community 

- Perform Contextual Inquiry

- Discover through Observation and Stakeholder
   Statements

- Perform Detailed Investigation of Opportunities

Discover Opportunities
within the Community
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Contextual Inquiry

Field Notes

Frame: Identify an Opportunity for the Improvement of Lived Experience Within a Community 

Perform Contextual Inquiry
 Through our integration into the community, we observed the stakeholders 
and their interactions with their environment. Although we were not able to interact 
with the students directly at the beginning due to sensitivity concerns, we were able 
to understand the community through interactions with the teachers and the principal 
of the school, and through research online. Even though this was not the ideal way 
to understand our main stakeholders, the children, we learned to compromise 
according to interaction constraints.

 Although we were unable to take pictures of the children at the school, 
detailed field notes allowed our team to recall evidence to support claims and justify 
framing and future design decisions later on in the process.
 While we were wary of recording our stakeholders in order to minimize 
changes in behavior, our group noticed that attempting to type or write every detail 
in a conversation proved tedious and distracted from the exchange at hand. After 
experimenting with different levels of detail in the note-taking, our team resolved to 
jot down the general ideas of conversations, filling in the details immediately after 
our meetings while the information was still fresh. This comprise resulted in the 
least distracting way to record our observations, while preserving the level of detail 
that we desired.

Discover Opportunities
within the Community

Photos from one of the visits to the school Field Notes,
showing analysis of note-taking and interview transcript

Perform Detailed Investigation of Opportunities
 Detailed investigation was performed through additional visits and research. 

Extract from Background Reseach for OpportunityNotes from an additional visit to Bloorview Schoool

The observation and inquiry of a stakeholder in order to 
obtain information about their behavior and lifestyle in the 
context of their own environment. This technique has the 
potential of generating more valuable information then 
other methods (such as interviews) due to the reduced 
reliance on stakeholder claims and increased dependence 
on the researcher’s observations.

Contextual Inquiry
Praxis II Lecture 5 Slide 20

A recording of oberservations, interactions,                       
communications, and any other detail pertaining to a 
project. These serve not only as a memory-recall device in  
the future, but can also be used as justification and 
evidence for claims.

Field Notes
Praxis II Lecture 10 Slide 8
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Discover through Observation and Stakeholder Statements



Frame: Identify an Opportunity for the Improvement of Lived Experience Within a Community 

- Evaluate Design Opportunity
   Against Requirements and Values

- Select Opportunity for Focus

Assess Opportunities and Converging Based
on Requirements
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Frame: Identify an Opportunity for the Improvement of Lived Experience Within a Community 

Select Opportunity for Focus

 After noting the different opportunities that were observed at the various 
communities that we contacted, our team converged on one opportunity to focus on 
based on the team values and interests, as well as the assignment requirements. To 
do this , we used an SRM analysis chart.

SRM Analysis of Opportunities,
where the criteria of “Divergent Solutions” and “Team Interest” were prioritized. 

SRM Analysis

Assess Opportunities and
Converging Based on
Requirements

For a given design, the SRM model is used to measure how 
well it accomplishes its intended objectives. It also defines 
the limits of what is allowed in the design, and allows the 
designers to compare alternative designs. It is a valuable 
tool that can be used to help designer make decisions.

Simplified Requirement Model
Praxis I Lecture 13 Slide 46
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Diverge: Explore Design Space for Possible Solutions 

Investigate Selected
Opportunity

Eliminate
Ideas

Execute
Ideation Process

Diverge
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Diverge: Explore Design Space for Possible Solutions 

Investigate Selected Opportunity
- Determine Detailed Frame

- Analyze Weaknesses in
   Reference Designs

- Use Detailed Frame to
   Establish Objectives

- Ideate Criteria that the Solution will be Evaluated
   Against
- Select Metrics to be Used

- Determine Constraints that Solution Cannot violate
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Investigate Selected
Opportunity

Diverge: Explore Design Space for Possible Solutions 

Determine Detailed Frame
(Return to Framing Section if Required)
 We established the project scope using our DfX design values to develop a 
simplified requirements model for the solution. 

Analyze Weaknesses in Reference Designs 
 By analyzing the reference designs, our team used their shortfalls as a starting 
place for determining the criteria that our design must meet. For example, one of the 
difficulties associated with the children using the smartboard was that they were 
unable to reach the entire interface. Therefore, we determined that our design must 
allow for the children to interact with all of the areas of the interface.

Extract from RFP,
containing detailed explainations of how our team’s design
values apply to this opportunity

Extract from RFP,
showing some reference designs and the explainations

of their shortfalls

 These were determined in partnership with the stakeholders, in order to allow 
for participatory design.

{

Extract from RFP,
showing some objectives criteria, metrics, and constraints

Establish Criteria that the Solution will be Evaluated Against
Select Metrics to be Used
Determine Constraints that any Solution cannot violate

Design for Excellent or X, is a way of specifying values that 
will be pursued by the designers during the design process. 
In engineering design, this is determined by team values 
and provides a guideline for aspects of the design to 
optimize.

Design for X
Praxis I Lecture 3 Slide 7

Design for X
Refine, Re-scope, Reframe...

A list of options available to the design team at any time 
during the design process. A team may choose to use these 
options in order to change the opportunity to fit their 
preferences and needs.

Refine, Re-scope, Reframe, Pivot, Jump
Praxis I Lecture 21 Slide 44
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Use Detailed Frame to Establish Objectives



Diverge: Explore Design Space for Possible Solutions 

Execute Ideation Process

- Use Divergence Tools
- Use Functional Decomposition
- Represent Ideas
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Diverge: Explore Design Space for Possible Solutions 

Execute Ideation Process

Use Divergence Tools
 In order to begin the ideation process, our team started with the “5 ideas in 5 
minutes” technique, where each team member individually attempted to come up 
with possible solutions in a specified time. These initial proposals were a good start-
ing point to start the process of thinking about possible solutions. 

Use Functional Decomposition
 To build off these initial ideas and result in a greater variety of concepts, our 
team also used functional decomposition of the task and morph charts.

Represent Ideas
 We used sketches as a tool for representation, increased communication, and 
understanding between our teammates. By drawing the ideas rather than just talking 
about them, we often realized that different teammates were actually thinking of 
completely different ideas, even though they communicated them similarly though 
words. 

Ideas generated from one of the 5 minute
brainstorming sessions

Combined Functional Decomposition and Morph Chart

Sketches of Some Proposed Ideas

Functional Decomposition
Morph Charts

A breakdown of the different components of a task that the 
design must perform. This allows for designers to think 
about the task more objectively, and can be used in 
partnership with morph charts as a ideation tool.

Functional Decomposition
Praxis I Lecture 29 Slide 29

An ideation tool that requires the designer to brainstorm 
different ways to perform a portion of the task, and 
combine these portions in different ways.

Morph Charts
Praxis I Lecture 22 Slide 96
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Diverge: Explore Design Space for Possible Solutions 

Eliminate Ideas

- Consult Stakeholders

- Eliminate ideas based on
   Constraint Violations

- Evaluate Ideas Based
   on Requirements
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Diverge: Explore Design Space for Possible Solutions 

Eliminate Ideas

Eliminate ideas based on Constraint Violations

Evaluate Ideas Based on Requirements
 We also evaluated the ideas against the requirements that we had originally 
outlined in the frame and against the desires of the stakeholder that they outlined 
during consultation with them. In order to converge on ideas proposed during the 
ideation process, our team eliminated based on convergence tools, such as pugh 
charts. 

Consult Stakeholders
 We learned during our meeting with our stakeholders that the art teacher that 
we were working with was adverse to high technological devices in his classroom, 
such as motion sensors or pressure mats. Although these solutions performed well in 
our initial evaluations and may have been ideal solutions for other educators, our 
stakeholder’s comments indicated that the most effective design as determined by 
the designers may not be the one that fits the stakeholders wants. Usability and 
understanding were core values for our team, so we wanted to focus on designing 
something that the stakeholder would actually apply in their classroom.
 When attempting to solve the issues that the children were facing when 
making art with the smartboard, our team had first focused on fixing the technologi-
cal difficulties associated with the digital whiteboard. This showed that the initial 
status of the proposed problem caused our design team to unintentionally restrict the 
design space of possible solutions.
 In order to gather more information on the cognitive abilities of children and 
how to design education for children in hopes of expanding the diversity of our 
ideas, our group met with Professor Kinnear, an expert in education. She spoke to us 
about the idea of “authentic assessment” through the physical action of performing a 
task, rather than doing so digitally or descriptively. Authentic assessment involves 
intellectual accomplishments that lead towards a meaningful and significant       
physical goal through the application of knowledge.
 After this encounter, our team decided to do another round of ideation 
focused on the scope of physical assessment. This iteration, we converged on the 
idea of aiding children with the task of physically painting. Through this experience, 
we learned that designers must be conscious of an implicit bias that they could have 
during the ideation phase of design due to the context of the original problem, and 
attempt to reduce this bias through research and repeated cycles of ideation.

Ideas that were eliminated based on constraint violations

Extract from Beta Release Presentation,
showing how convergence tools were used to choose ideas to focus on

Notes from meeting with Professor Kinnear

Pugh Charts

A convergence tool that shows how well each idea performs 
in terms of the objectives and requirements of the design.

Pugh Charts
Praxis I Lecture 23 Slide 21
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Converge: Optimizing the Solution

Gather Knowledge
Required for Testing

Critically
Evaluate

Design
Performance

Prototype to 
Acquire Information

Converge
20



- Re-evaluate Requirements and
   Metrics of Project

- Perform Background Research (Material selection,
   dimensions of prototype)

Converge: Optimize the Solution

Gather Knowledge Required for Testing
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Gather Knowledge Required
for Testing

Re-evaluate Requirements and Metrics of Project
 Before making the prototypes, our group reread the metrics section of the 
RFP to better understand how the performance of the prototype would be evaluated. 
We discovered that due to the original bias that we had for the design space (as 
discussed earlier), the criteria and metrics we wrote in the RFP were not suitable to 
evaluate our new solution since they were geared towards technological solutions. 
Due to this, we had to rewrite some criteria and determine new metrics in order for 
these aspects to make sense with our solution. Therefore, we learned that the infor-
mation in the RFP should be treated as a guideline, not a rules that are set in stone. If 
modifications can be made that would make the criteria, constraints, and metrics 
better suited for a particular design team’s process, the team should push back and 
modify the information in the RFP.

Perform Background Research (Material selection, 
dimensions of prototype)
 Using the new evaluation criteria, we planned out what we would need in 
order to prototype the ideas, including the different types of alternative materials that 
were possible.

Converge: Optimize the Solution

Rewritten SRM, adapted to be more suitable for evaluating the new idea

Excerpts from Background Research for Prototyping

Record of Evidence and Justification for Design Decisions
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Converge: Optimize the Solution

- Prototype as many ideas as feasible

- Test Prototypes

Prototype to Acquire Information

- Peform Verification and Validation

- Record findings
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Converge: Optimize the Solution

Prototype to Acquire
Information

Prototype as many ideas as feasible
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Test Prototypes
 Due to the sensitive nature of dealing with children, we had very limited time 
to test our idea on the students are Holland Bloorview. Therefore, we had to find 
other ways to test our prototypes, such as finding friends with younger siblings, or 
doing research to justify that the idea would work for the children theoretically. 

Verify and Validate
 However, through the tests that we performed, our team learned that designs 
that work theoretically may not always work in practice. For example, in the first 
iteration of our prototype, we had designed a Velcro hand strap for the children that 
was intended to help them hold the brush while painting. During the one testing 
session that we had with the children, we discovered that the children did not like 
having the Velcro around their hand and would often remove it. This input was 
extremely useful for our design, and aided us in several other iterations of the brush 
to improve the design.
 Testing prototypes is also essential because it may allow you to discover that 
a decision that was made using System 1 may actually be an important aspect to the 
design and should be researched more. For examples, our team decided to originally 
place the cleaning brush on the bottom of the washing container. However, during 
testing, we found that placing it on the bottom caused the container to leak water, 
which forced us to do further iterations of the design process and research into which 
placement of the brush would be better. In the end, we decided to use 2 brushes 
attached to the top of the container, which minimized weaker leakage, while also 
cleaning the paintbrush better than a singular cleaning brush.

Record findings
 This was done for justification purposes and for comparison with future tests.

Extract from Beta Release Presentation, showing some of the prototypes that were created

Video Recordings of Prototype Testing

The first iteration of the paintbrush washing
prototype with the leaking bottom

Validation is the assurance that a product, service, or 
system meets the needs of the stakeholder.
Verification is the evaluation of whether or not a product, 
service, or system complies with a regulation,                  
specification, or imposed condition.
Both are necessary when evaluating a design.

Verification and Validation
Praxis II Lecture 15 Slide 51

Verification and Validation
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Eliminate Ideas

Converge: Optimize the Solution

- Determine Areas of Improvement
   for Design

- Determine Alternative Paths to Resolve
   Design Conflicts

- Repeat Optimization Process
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Converge: Optimize the Solution

Critically Evaluate Design
Performance

Determine Areas of Improvement for Design
 Through each iteration of prototype testing, our team recorded the findings 
for our testing and performed a critical evaluation of the prototype during which we 
determined areas of improvement for design.

 
 Whenever we faced a contradicting situation in our design, our team resolved 
it using the order of priority of our team values and stakeholder values that we had 
established at the beginning. This was discussed in the “Establish Team Values 
Section” on Page 5.

Repeat Optimization Process
 This design optimization process was repeated multiple times in order to 
achieve the best solution. Through each iteration, the prototype fidelity was 
increased as our team went into increased detail during the prototype testing process, 
demonstrating that design is a fractal activity.

Evaluation of the IPaintS Prototype against the SRM

Several Iterations of the prototype for one idea, the automatic painbrush washer

Extract from Beta Release Presentation, tealking about next steps for the
project and possible improvements
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Determine Alternative Paths to Resolve Design Conflicts



 Through my design process, I have learned, applied, and reflect-
ed on the effects of design tools and the influences that they have had on 
my group’s design. By iterating through the Kolb Learning Cycle, I have 
also learned the skill of personal assessment and evaluation, allowing 
me, as a designer, to evaluate my own designs without the presence of 
the approval of an authority figure. I have also been able to customize 
my own personal design process and fit it to my way of thinking and 
needs as a designer. 
 In terms of teams, from working in a team with vastly different 
personalities, I have noticed that more introverted group members tend 
to contribute less than outgoing group members. In future design teams, 
I hope to encourage asking and telling amongst group members in order 
to promote more contributions from the group as a whole. 
 As I continue through my engineering design career, my design 
process will modify and change. My design values and their priorities 
may also change, resulting in modifications to my personal profile. This 
change will come as I learn and grow as a person and as an engineer, and 
will be welcomed. 

Kolb Learning Cycle
Personal Assessment and Evaluation

Conclusion

Kolb Learning Cycle
Praxis I Lecture 2 Slide 9
A cycle consisting of concrete experience, reflection and observa-
tion, abstraction and generalization, and hypothesizing and testing, 
which summarizes the process that an individual goes through to 
learn.

Personal Assessment and Evaluation
Praxis I Lecture 33 Slide 20

Integrating personal assessment and evaluation into design, so 
that a designer can evaluate the validity of their own design 
without the presence of an authority figure. This aid designers in 
becoming more independent and self-sustaining.

Extract from Showcase One-Pager
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